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About This Game

You are alone. Lost in a maze. Defenseless... One wrong step and you're dead... But there is hope! Find weapons, potions, and
armor hidden in the maze to aid you on your qu 5d3b920ae0
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It's a very simple game, so I like it. There is no quest, no story, no upgrade. one mistake, one death. Sometimes traps and mobs
make me annoying. yeah. I like it.. It's a very simple game, so I like it. There is no quest, no story, no upgrade. one mistake, one
death. Sometimes traps and mobs make me annoying. yeah. I like it.. First look video (gameplay + commentary):
https://youtu.be/fZa1bq45pug Game has a fun structure to it. Available traps that cause instant death are sudden and exciting,
and you feel like it was your timing that was at fault rather than some kind of dodgy game mechanic.. First look video
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